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Abstract

Neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs), including autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and

intellectual disability (ID), are pervasive, often lifelong disorders, lacking evidence-

based interventions for core symptoms. With no established biological markers, diag-

noses are defined by behavioral criteria. Thus, preclinical in vivo animal models of

NDDs must be optimally utilized. For this reason, experts in the field of behavioral

neuroscience convened a workshop with the goals of reviewing current behavioral

studies, reports, and assessments in rodent models. Goals included: (a) identifying the

maximal utility and limitations of behavior in animal models with construct validity;

(b) providing recommendations for phenotyping animal models; and (c) guidelines on

how in vivo models should be used and reported reliably and rigorously while

acknowledging their limitations. We concluded by recommending minimal criteria for

reporting in manuscripts going forward. The workshop elucidated a consensus of

potential solutions to several problems, including revisiting claims made about animal

model links to ASD (and related conditions). Specific conclusions included: mice

(or other rodent or preclinical models) are models of the neurodevelopmental insult,

not specifically any disorder (e.g., ASD); a model that perfectly recapitulates a disorder
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such as ASD is untenable; and greater attention needs be given to validation of

behavioral testing methods, data analysis, and critical interpretation.

K E YWORD S

autism, behavior, developmental, genetic, genetic disorder, intellectual disability, models, mouse
models, neurodevelopmental disorder, social, syndrome

1 | INTRODUCTION

1.1 | Why are animal models for
neurodevelopmental disorders so important?

Neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs), including autism spectrum

disorder (ASD), and intellectual disability (ID), are pervasive, typically

lifelong disorders, for which effective, evidence-based interventions

for core symptoms are not universally available. ASD reportedly

affects a significant number of individuals and significantly overlaps

with ID, a disorder with a prevalence rate of approximately 1:44 or

2%.1,2 Diagnostic criteria for ASD, outlined by the Diagnostic and Sta-

tistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition,(DSM 5)3 are purely

behavioral, with symptoms including impairments in social communi-

cation and interaction along with repetitive behaviors, restricted inter-

ests, and behavioral inflexibility. The current consensus is that causes,

including genetic and environmental etiologies, and clinical behavioral

presentations of NDDs are highly heterogeneous. ASD and ID often

co-occur with each other and with other conditions including seizure

disorders, motor problems, and numerous other psychiatric diagnoses.

Genetic work in ASD (also relevant for ID) has identified a broad

collection of potential risk genes, nearing �900 in total, (see https://

gene.sfari.org/database/gene-scoring/) with varying level of confi-

dence about their specificity to ASD. Findings from large-scale whole

exome and whole genome studies continue to add to the growing list

of high confidence risk genes for ASD. Current estimates include

102 genes, with 26 reaching the highest confidence threshold.4,5

Genes described include de novo and inherited variants, as well as

autosomal recessive and X-linked variants.6–13 Although forging defin-

itive links between genetic variants and behavioral impairments is

challenging, numerous behavioral assays relevant to the diagnostic

domains of ASD and ID have provided researchers with tools to gain

insight into a specific genetic variant's impact on behavioral features.

To date, the most frequently employed animal models are made in

mice with a mutation in one of the many ASD risk genes.5,14–19

Although, given rats' exceptionally higher signal of social play, com-

pared with the more commonly used mouse, some are beginning to

highlight the value and potential cross-species convergence and diver-

gence between mouse and rat rodent models.20–23

Many efforts to date have addressed challenges relating to devel-

oping and testing model systems of NDDs.24 These efforts have iden-

tified problems in experimental design and study interpretation and

have offered suggested solutions.25 However, some of these recurring

issues have not been addressed sufficiently. These issues include: reli-

ability, construct validity, convergent validity, criterion validity,

discriminant validity, face validity, predictive validity, translatability

and rigor.24 Of particular importance and highlighted by our workshop

discussion are the concepts of face validity and construct validity.

Face validity, or “the degree of phenotypic similarity to disease-

specific symptoms”, as defined by the APA, is an important aspect of

validity, due to the complex behaviors that are delayed or deficient in

NDDs, but limitations are evident,24 including that ASD is a uniquely

human disorder. Construct validity, defined by the APA, as the

“degree to which a model system is capable of measuring a concept

or trait”, is the more preferred method of validation. Animal models

with the strongest construct validity are currently the high confidence

risk genetic models. While ASD etiology is multi-factorial, making con-

struct validity “slippery” at times,26 these high confidence rare genetic

variants may contribute up to 27% of ASD risk.27 Now that soon we

model nearly a third of ASD with strong construct validity, the field is

in critical need of a re-examination of the way behavioral assays are

used, interpreted and the findings reported. To allow a discussion of

these issues, the Autism Science Foundation convened a workshop

that included two virtual meetings in October and December 2020.

Goals of the workshop were to: (a) identify and discuss needs for max-

imal use/utility of behavior in animal models for ASD and NDDs,

(b) provide recommendations to prevent over-reaching claims regard-

ing animal models, and (c) suggest guidelines on how behavior in

models should be used reliably and rigorously while acknowledging

their limitations.

Based on discussions held at these meetings, we outline the

scope of current problems with reporting of behavioral assays used in

ASD/NDD research and offer potential solutions.

1.1.1 | Scope of the problem

We started by focusing on construct validity as it pertains to ASD,

which ideally mimicks the molecular and/or structural basis of the dis-

order.24 After initial studies of a handful of genetic conditions relevant

to ASD, an outpouring of novel genetic models were of substantial

focus, including PTEN, neuroligins, neurexins, and shanks.21,28–44

While there have now been many publications of so-called “mouse

models of ASD" (see for example, reporting of 74 different genetic

models),45 only a portion of these are based on genes highly associ-

ated with ASD (others are based on environmental exposure or those

with low or no association to evidence-based risk). Unfortunately,

despite this plethora of potential models, there are still only two FDA

approved therapeutics with indications for irritability and aggression

in ASD and no approved compounds for the core features, impaired
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social communication and repetitive, restricted behaviors.46 Our goal

was to focus on the employment of strategies with rigorous

approaches, collaboration, and harmonization, which will ultimately

speed translation into therapeutics that can be used in humans. The

FDA requires some in vivo animal model efficacy for new drug applica-

tions, ideally data illustrating functional improvements. However,

many behavioral assays are rudimentary, do not engage similar neural

circuitry as in humans, and lack translational face validity.47,48 Given

F IGURE 1 Literature review of
behavioral phenotyping of the so-
called "autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) mouse models" reveals
inconsistent patterns in behavior
execution and reporting. A
literature review of the so-called
"mouse models of ASD" was
conducted to observe trends in
behavioral phenotyping execution
and reporting. We analyzed how
often core diagnostic criteria of
ASD were assessed in mouse

models, how often these criteria
were paired with other behavioral
domains, and how often common
assays used in social and repetitive
and restricted behaviors were used
as singular outcomes for each
domain. We also highlighted how
often four key features of
experimental design were not
clearly reported to highlight gaps in
reporting that may inhibit or
prohibit successful interpretation
and reproduction of data published
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behaviors in a model system with apparent face validity to symptoms

of ASD (specifically social communication deficits together with the

presence of restrictive and repetitive behaviors) are never going to

look the same as those displayed in a human, it is imperative that

researchers avoid exaggerating the model system's relevance by rec-

ognizing and stating that not every behavioral feature in an animal

model should be expected to completely phenocopy the complex and

heterogeneous features of NDDs in humans. Thus, to enhance the

likelihood of developing efficacious therapeutics, rigorous, reliable,

objective, and quantifiable preclinical behavioral outcome measures

must be available. This led us to ask the following question:

1.2 | What is the current state of behavioral assays
in genetic mouse models of NDDs?

To understand the diverse practices of scientists investigating model

systems, we reviewed the literature on factors critical to experimental

design that influenced interpretation of 69 models from a total of

148 preclinical models specified to ASD (which are relevant to NDDs

more generally but were reported as specific to ASD). These

69 models included one of the 26 genes (highest statistical signifi-

cance of the total 102 identified by Satterstrom et al.,5). The goal was

not to be comprehensive of the existing reported models but, rather,

to focus on construct valid genetic models by utilizing high-

confidence risk genes to gather key, reproducible, valid metrics on

commonly used behavioral assays. We focused on genetic rather than

environmental factors because of their higher potential for inter-

laboratory reproducibility and their known construct validity. We lim-

ited the search to the past 5 years, resulting in 69 publications. Our

analysis is detailed in Figure 1. These studies included only rare

genetic variants, not copy number variants (CNVs), which are also crit-

ical to ASD etiology, see Hyman 2021,49 polygenic cases, or gene-by-

environment or -immune interaction models of ASD. Of note, SFARI

has published an outstanding, highly detailed summary of a larger

array of mouse models, which goes beyond this report to include the

specific behavioral assays utilized here: https://gene.sfari.org/

database/animal-models/genetic-animal-models/.

Results from our analysis revealed: clear omissions in some

parameters from behavioral assays, failure to consistently report back-

ground strains and/or breeding schema, scarce level of detail in test-

ing protocols (e.g., order of tasks in a testing battery, age at time of

tests, sample sizes, and statistical approaches). We also investigated

the use of behavioral tests reported to measure core ASD symptoms,

how the assays were performed, how they were reported, and any

other data that was collected. Findings observed included: a lack of

adequate statistical power, differing reporting practices, varying pro-

cedures for testing (even within the same named assay), variability in

assays to assess different types of social or repetitive behaviors, utili-

zation of behavioral assays for broad interpretations of complex

behavior, and other sources of variability which undoubtedly influence

and result in failures to reproduce. These findings indicate a need for

detailed and clarified reporting practices, as outlined in Table 1.

1.3 | What we learned and agreed upon

1.3.1 | Statement #1: Complete face validity should
not be expected to be fully apparent

While workshop participants agreed that many aspects of validity are

critical to animal models, including construct, face, and predictive

TABLE 1 Variables for consideration, key to behavioral outcomes

Guidance Addresses Recommend References

Sample size blinding

randomization

Power false reporting N = 15–20 per genotype/treatment/sex 50–52

Age and sex Age-dependent effects One sex cannot be tested; genders cannot be

combined with powered Ns and statistics

showing no difference; Animals of wildly

different ages cannot be compared

53–55

Sex-specific effects

Breeding schema Developmental environment WT � WT and KO � KO is unacceptable; a KO's

maternal behavior is likely different than WT;

thus, het by het breeding recommended

51,52,55–59

Housing conditions Developmental environment Housed within genotype/treatment or mixed

genotype/treatment; house isolated or grouped

51,52,58,60

Background strain Background genetics Consistent reporting/congenic when possible 55,61,62

Order of testing Test-re test influencing on behavior Non stressful to stressful 63–65

Littermates or litter effects Developmental environment consistency Reporting and accounting for appropriate control

subjects accounting for maternal care; litter size

66–69

Task validation Tests must be validated to measure what you

are assessing.

Examples include a benzodiazepine will change

behavior in an anxiety test and/or a sedative

lower motor activity

57

Reproducibility Chance findings/type 1 error For rigorous, reliable behavioral outcome measures 59,70
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validity,61,71–74 some aspects of validity need to be prioritized over

others. For example, face validity is the way in which a model system

can “look” like an NDD; in other words, are the behavioral features

similar? However, we discussed that relying solely on face validity for

ASD models will undoubtedly lead to misinterpretation of mecha-

nisms. In addition, given the limitations of the rodent visual system

and the lack of species emphasis on the visual system for sensory

information, deficient eye contact cannot be studied directly in

rodents. Further, given the limitations in complexity and the lack of a

generalized use of expressive vocalization in mice, several social com-

munication impairments, including pragmatic language deficits, are

completely unable to be studied. Two major conclusions were that

the workshop participants agreed that construct validity was more

important than face validity, at this point in time49,75 and that

exhibiting the triad or DSM 5-termed dyad of ASD core behavioral

impairments were not key for an useful ASD model. Another issue we

discovered, as a group of common reviewers of manuscripts in sub-

mission for moderate-top tier journals with models based solely face

validity, was the lack of clarity missing in the descriptions of methods

and results. Even the most common, standardized, and well-

described39,76–79 measure reported, the 3 chamber social approach

task, varied across studies in the exact procedures used for this task.

In turn, these variations are strong influencers to findings, because

they may result in the measurement of different constructs within

social interaction (i.e., olfactory communication versus recognition).

Therefore, we recommend that: (a) behavioral neuroscientists

continually and iteratively work with clinical scientists, and (b) clinician

scientists should advise behavioral neuroscientists on areas such as

appropriate motivators for different types of social behaviors, the

developmental trajectory of behavioral aberrations, and the unique

features of specific genetic syndromes. There is a balance between

high-throughput screening and the in-depth comprehensive analysis

involved in behavioral phenotyping. With extensive input upfront on

nuanced observations and the use of an open access database frame-

work, we can increase aspects of face validity and provide accurate

inputs for future research. Methods for doing this will increasingly

include automated and machine learning observation algorithms.80–82

1.3.2 | Statement #2: Construct validity creates
informative model systems from broad NDDs to
specific ASDs, and requires rigorous testing via multiple
behavioral assays

As stated, there was a consensus to increase transparency and inter-

pretability of ongoing studies, priority should be placed on construct

validity. Given that behavioral assays conducted with mouse models

may measure more than one construct or risk factor, some of which

may or may not be specific to NDDs, the field should stop labeling

these as models of a specific disorder without a strong, accepted etio-

logic cause, such as “models of ASD”, per se. Instead, those experi-

ments that analyze domains relevant to multiple neurological and

neurodevelopmental behaviors should refer to NDDs broadly. One

example of this might be elevations in prenatal neuroinflammation in

addition to a de novo genetic mutation. Another example is when

authors claim an “animal model of ASD” without construct or face

validity for NDDs (i.e., based solely on disrupted behaviors that are

broadly neuropsychiatric (e.g., anxiety-like)). These models should be

placed or named as models of the specific behavior (e.g., deletion of

this gene results in pronounced anxiety-like behavior) rather than

ASD or NDD.83 For NDDs, it would be more appropriate to focus on

various behavioral domains taken together as a group rather than sin-

gled out individually. The approach of examining only one core fea-

ture, or one single behavioral experiment, will not shed light on

pathogenesis of any particular NDD or ASD, a solely behaviorally-

defined disorder, but these models may yield useful scientific informa-

tion about the roles of certain chemicals and pathways in the develop-

ment and maintenance of social behavior in general. Construct

validity, therefore, remains a key component to providing evidence

for a strong candidate model relevant to NDDs and ASD that can be

utilized for therapeutic development.

1.3.3 | Statement #3: The complexity of behavior in
animal models should not be underestimated

Outcomes of specific behavioral tasks do not define “sociability” or

“learning and memory” but, rather, simply measure a group of sub-

ject's performance in each task, often resulting in more than one

potential explanation. It is often the case that alterations in motor or

olfactory behavior can easily explain the results being labeled as social

or cognitive deficits. Because each task is just that, one task, we urge

all translational researchers to stay away from "a single task" approach

that appears to have face validity and attempts to make the novel

model system relevant to a specific NDD, co-morbid to ASD.

1.3.4 | Moving forward

How does the field rethink the utility of model systems,74 recognizing

their limitations but appreciating their unique contribution to preclini-

cal research leading directly to viable therapeutics to help families?

Below are challenges and solutions discussed from the workshop.

Challenge #1: Given that mice are not people, how do we

translate?

Redefine the utility of rodent models, accept and report their limita-

tions. Validated tools for social communication, translationally rele-

vant learning and memory, and other ASD symptom domains of

sophisticated functional outcomes in animal models remain underde-

veloped. Of utmost importance, behavioral assays investigating NDDs

including ASD should not be limited to simply lack of social interac-

tion/behavior and repetitive behavior. Sensory function, cognitive

ability, anxiety, and other features of NDDs that may serve as alter-

nate explanations for behavioral profiles that “look” like specific disor-

ders (e.g., ASD, ID, ADHD, schizophrenia) need to be included. Very
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few studies in our review included behavioral tests, such as motor

assays, which might rule out confounding findings, to understand the

specificity of a model to a specific NDD versus findings of alternative

deficits.

There is a desperate need for robust phenotypes even if not spe-

cific to a particular NDD, since individuals with specific NDDs often

show deficits in development or behaviors that are not part of the

ASD core symptoms but are nevertheless quality of life-impairing and

in need of interventions. The 3-chamber social approach task ignited

the field to study social motivation, social interaction, and olfactory

recognition in rodents. However, as the field grows, this task alone is

not sufficient for an animal model to be considered ASD-specific.

Other behavioral assays share this same challenge.

To date, we do not understand the full dynamic range of social

behaviors, in humans and in other species. Use of computational

methods to analyze data across multiple time points, capturing regres-

sion and/or progression and decline, is one solution to enhancing

analysis of social behavior. Shifts to research using a more naturalistic,

ethologically relevant environment is another. Scientists should be

encouraged to improve upon existing behavioral assays, integrate

multiple facets of social behavior along with features of NDDs that

are not always tested (i.e., sensory sensitivities or insensitivities, cog-

nitive delays, and motor problems including gait analysis), and con-

sider implementing more sophisticated communication assays in rat

over mouse models.22

Challenge #2: Laboratories use different background strains for

various reasons

Outcomes, causal to the gene mutation, will present different behav-

ioral results because of genetic background.84,85 Agree on a reporting

standard that includes background strain and breeding strategies. For

the past two decades, mice gained prevalence in preclinical model

basic research over rats due to their ability to be manipulated effi-

ciently using sophisticated technology, from turning genes on and off

to limiting gene expression to regions and cell types. At least 90% of

the mouse genome map is orthologous to the human genome, indicat-

ing a high degree of genetic conservation between the species.86,87

This conservation of genes has led to mice being the most commonly

used animal model for studying human disease.88 Newer genetic tech-

nologies allow mice to be manipulated to “model” virtually any human

condition with a known genetic variant. Mice also have phenotypic

advantages that are not present in invertebrates or in vitro

(i.e., behavioral outcome measures with clinical relevance). In addition

to genetics, advantages include size, ability to reproduce robustly and

quickly, easy handling, transportability, and the length of lifespan of a

mouse. All of these logistical positives allow for the opportunity to

investigate the results of genetic insults relevant from neuro-

development to neurodegeneration.89 Due to the benefits of using

mice in disease modeling, various inbred strains have been created,

intentionally or unintentionally via genetic drift, yielding genetically

un-identical strains from vendors and adding variance. Inadvertantly,

mouse background strain has added variability and a loss of rigor. In

addition to behavioral phenotyping uniformly, genetic background

and age of testing of the mouse models have varied among most

behavioral reports of numerous genetic models.90 In Figure 1, 29% of

the articles reviewed either did not report or unclearly reported the

congenicity of the background strains in their mice, making reproduc-

ibility impossible. It should be noted that if a genetic mutation causes

a deficit in one strain but not the other and behavioral deficits do not

generalize, there are other intervening variables that need to be stud-

ied, which may moderate the penetrance of that gene on the

behavior.

Challenge #3: There are differing methodologies, data

transformations, and metrics reported across laboratories using

the same task

Standardization is key for transparency and reproducibility. The field

of behavioral neuroscience made a strong case for the standardization

of behavioral assessments and multi-task batteries that comprehen-

sively phenotype genetic lines, with substantial evidence that this

strategy will improve reproducibility. Variability in experimental and

laboratory environmental conditions are unavoidable. A rigorous, reli-

able result should be detectable despite the nuances of that set-

ting.39,56,57,61,63,78,91–95 One possible solution is automated software

systems as a replacement to manual coding. Automated systems com-

bine video tracking and machine learning to automatically detect and

score innate social behaviors, such as aggression, mating, and social

investigation, between mice in a home-cage environment or arenas.

These technologies have the potential to have transformative impacts

on high-throughput screening of behavioral outcomes. However, the

use of automated systems does not take the place of the requirement

to provide detailed methodologies and report standardizable

components.

Challenge #4: Lack of inter-laboratory reproducibility

Behavioral phenotyping can be well-reproduced both intra- and

inter-laboratory by executing at least two corroborating behavioral

assays in each domain studied (such as those relevant to ASD) and

using gold-standard methods in at least two independent

cohorts.35,39,40,57,70,96–99 Assays should be blinded, unbiased, and

highly powered with appropriate age- and sex-matched littermate

controls. Statistical power for most behavioral assays requires at

least N = 15–20 per genotype per sex for two independent cohorts,

from multiple litters, to adequately assess behavioral abnormalities

with sufficient statistical power. Other relevant biological variables

such as sex, age, genetic background, and circadian rhythm/time of

day should be carefully controlled, considered, and described in

detail in the methods text. The importance of procedural and envi-

ronmental differences often complicate direct comparisons of phe-

notypic data. However, these points are not insurmountable. We

and others have reported replicability intra- and inter- laboratories,

time-zones, countries, and seasons in numerous genetic mouse

models.35,39,57,90,96,99–102 When findings do not replicate, it may not

be the behavior itself that is not reproducible. It may be the absence

of the validation of the behavioral task in the reporting environment,

the lack of technical proficiency, inadequate statistical power,

and/or a difference in genetic background that prohibits

reproducibility.
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Challenge #5: Complex statistical analyses and/or chosen

statistical tests are often unclear, undescribed, or incorrectly

applied

Bring in behavioral neuroscientists and statisticians at all stages of

experimental design and analysis. Encourage reporting of negative

data. Often, due to time and financial restrictions, genetically modified

mice are in short supply. While the sample size may be adequate for

each behavioral assay, the same cohort of animals and their wildtype

or heterozygous littermates might be put through weeks and weeks

of behavioral assays. If the particular testing order is reiterated every

time, this may not be a huge adverse effect on the data. In fact, it

allows for cross behavioral domain correlation and behavior and

molecular correlation. However, this design results in practice or test–

retest effects,63–65,103 this design brings up the issue of how to handle

statistical analysis and proper use of multiple comparisons, as a broad

variety of domains: cognitive ability, anxiety, olfactory function, motor

skills, social assessment, and so forth, may be parts of the behavioral

battery. For those mice for which a different cohort can be used for

each domain, the statistical analyses may be rigorous and clear. But

for those that require repeated testing across domains, how should

the study be designed and analyzed? Our discussion concluded that

use of different metrics to capture the same behavior (e.g., number of

bouts, time spent engaged), should be held to higher statistical rigor

than across behavioral assays capturing different behaviors entirely. If

there is no influence from one task to the other, multiple comparisons

are unnecessary. For example, it should be expected that multiple

indices of gait analysis (stride length, stance width, stride frequency)

need a more rigorous post-hoc statistical analysis than measures of

gait analysis versus indices of social interaction. Behavioral batteries

can be utilized without multiple comparison correction, unless aging

or time is the independent variable of interest, or if the test order

shows a test–retest effect.65 Statistical corrections should be

employed when many indices are capturing the same exact behavior.

A few remaining questions on a uniform methodology for the appro-

priate multiple comparisons statistics is currently in debate.104,105

If the tasks are completely different and not within similar

domains, they may be analyzed separately but it is critical to include

negative data in reporting to both accurately represent the model sys-

tem and alleviate the statistical and interpretative hesitations in the

results.106,107 In fact, reporting of negative data may also improve rep-

lication, despite the fact that many groups are discouraged from

reporting this data and assume that findings are spurious when they

are actually stable. Unfortunately, high-impact journals are less likely

to publish negative data,108 which may introduce bias. However, sci-

entific journals and stakeholders must continue to push and require

the publication of both positive and negative data. It is important to

state if a model does not replicate behavior, initially or upon replica-

tion.109 A genetic model is still a model of a gene mutation, regardless

of the exact behavior observed from the mouse model. Such models

can still teach us about gene function in the brain. The multi-labora-

tory, multi-model, variable behavioral results following the synaptic

cell adhesion protein Neuroligin-4 (Nlgn4) and the chromatin remo-

deling protein Chd8 (Chd8) are excellent examples of this

point.96,98,110–112

Challenge #6: ASD and NDDs change trajectory over time, but

most papers report a single testing time point

In an ideal world, testing would be performed at different time periods

to examine developmental changes (progressive decline, regression,

stabilization) within and between cohorts. NDDs are, by definition,

observed and present during development and progress and regress

and exist across the lifespan. In NDDs, pathways of developmental

delay may be apparent as early as 1–2 years of age, typically in the

form of plateauing or declining abilities and loss of milestones after

they are initially achieved within the very early developmental period

(akin to the first 3 year of life in humans).113 Given the variable onset

patterns related to various rare genetic conditions associated with

NDDs, the early developmental period may be viewed as a critical

time for both ontology and plasticity for trajectory change.

Very few animal studies embark on a developmental perspective,

perhaps because rodents are altricial (i.e., many pups, underdeveloped,

requiring minimal resources) compared with humans, who are both

altricial and born precocial (fully formed, large resource investment

from dam). Too often, behavioral assays in model systems are per-

formed at adulthood, missing the critical windows of development

seen in NDDs and assume that behavioral development is linear, over

variable.114 There are many different metrics that could be used to

translate the biological age of a mouse to a human. Despite the simi-

larities, mice have a diminutive lifespan compared with humans. In this

study, we found that one human year is equivalent to �9 mice

days.115 Weaning occurs between 21 and 28 days, while humans take

approximately 180 days. Hormonal changes and secondary sexual

characteristics associated with adolescence develop around 42 days

in mice and 11.5 years in humans, making 1 mouse day equivalent to

about 100 human days up until adolescence. This relationship is

maintained until adulthood, upon which mouse aging slows relative to

human aging. In female mice, reproductive function is lost at 12–

15 months, while in women, menopause occurs at an average age of

50, making one mouse day equivalent to around 41 human days.116

This “age matching” to the human lifespan approach also assumes

that a given phenotype is stable, which is faulty, since we know that

human symptoms are not stable throughout childhood and into adult-

hood. There is large variation in age of testing across laboratories,

including a lack of consistency, since, more or less, any time after

6 weeks is considered adulthood. Finally, and importantly, regression

or progression of phenotypes on a developmental timeline is overall

lacking in NDD animal model behavioral research. A developmental

perspective is paramount; it is as crucial to determine the onset and

trajectories of phenotypes as it is to identify them in adulthood.

1. Solution 6a: The earlier the better: Studies have demonstrated sig-

nificant heterogeneity in NDD clinical phenotypes in the first

10 years of life.15,117–120 We need to consider how appropriate

rodent behavioral tasks are and to what human ages they corre-

spond. For example, tracking of ultrasonic vocalization (USV) pro-

duction across a neonatal time course will likely be more

informative about communication deficits than a singular chosen

day of USV collection.121–124 Similarly, developmental delay of

motor skills in rodents can be tracked to capture onset and genesis
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of phenotypes. These early developmental phenotypes also rely on

stable and innate behaviors, such as USV calling when a pup is iso-

lated from a dam. USVs are not the only solution yet they expand

the horizon of neurodevelopmental phenotypes.

2. Solution 6b: Lifespan approaches: Both common and rare variant

genetic work in NDDs point to temporal–spatial heterogeneity,

meaning that gene expression is altering brain development and

activity at various points both prenatally and postnatally.125–127

There are numerous other clues to the importance of a develop-

mental approach in humans and animal models. These include find-

ings about both structural and functional brain changes and

electrical wave activity patterns that appear to differ based on

developmental period.128–137 Behavioral research in animal models

of NDDs should include assays at times that correspond to neuro-

anatomical/neurophysiological differences found early as well as

later in life. In an ideal world, an established database of transla-

tional phenotypes such as sleep, EEG, MRI neuroanatomy, the

development of motor skills, and others would be available to

researchers so that typical rodent development and the natural

aging processes would be known for these phenotypes; currently

they are not. Relating earlier-developing behaviors may provide

important insight into the appearance, or delay, of later-developing

behaviors. Given the emphasis both on early behavioral interven-

tion as well as the potential for early pharmacological or even

mechanism-modifying therapeutics (e.g., gene therapy), it is critical

that a greater understanding of how to test models over the

lifespan, but particularly during a period akin to early childhood, be

prioritized.

Challenge #7: Can mice represent the full repertoire of complex

behaviors?

Use more than one model system, and try to validate across these sys-

tems or observe a phenotype within two species. Perhaps the most

popular recommendation from the workshop was the importance of

cross-species comparisons. Using a focused approach across species

and leveraging the strengths of each species could give insight into

how social information is processed by various organisms. For exam-

ple, rodents are olfactory creatures while non-human primates are

visual. Rats use auditory ultrasonic communication as pups, juveniles

and adults while mice use it mainly during neonatal period (for sur-

vival) and during mating (as instinctual). Rats use auditory ultrasonic

calls as a more sophisticated behavior. For example, their repertoire

includes social contact calls, playful calls, tickling calls, anticipation

calls, fear-related alarm calls and warning of predator calls. Adult rats

emit alarm calls to warn their conspecifics. This is not the case in

mice.22,138–140

Non-human primates (NHP) represent a species with an even

wider repertoire of social behaviors, acoustic vocalizations, but the

cost, gestation periods, push back from activists, are making NHP

research and its feasibility teneous, at best. On the other hand of the

evolutionary scale, zebrafish and drosophila have a limited repertoire

of behavior compared with rodents, and the origin of these behaviors

(innate, instinctual, or intentional) are unknown. As most of the

molecular basis for learning came from early drosophila

research,141–144 these species could be used as complements to other

model systems. Utilizing species like zebrafish and drosophila can

identify specific circuitry involved in behavior. Using lower order spe-

cies could be tailored to the species-specific unique strengths

(i.e., high-throughput, genetics, visible neuroanatomical development)

and not limited to examining behavioral outcomes for similarities to

NDDs. Although, studying the relationship between neuro-

development and behavior in these model systems is also inherently

important and may be able to address the gaps in developmental

rodent research discussed earlier.

Challenge #8. NDDs are complex and must be characterized via

multiple domains

ASD behavioral phenotypes are not a monolith of two behavioral

domains, and two tasks do not solely determine the validity and utility

of a novel animal model. When evaluating a novel, construct-valid

model, a broad capture approach may be less comprehensive substan-

tially to limited tailored behavioral phenotyping. In addition to ensur-

ing that both of the DSM-5 categories (social-communication and

restrictive and repetitive behavior) are included, assessing multiple

assays across multiple domains of behavior, such as social, motor, sen-

sory and cognition, is a stronger strategy for finding ASD/NDD-

relevant phenotypes, eliminating and/or discovering potential con-

founding behaviors. Finding robust, reliable, reproducible phenotypes

in “non-core” domains, such as anxiety or sensorimotor, and investi-

gating it in-depth should not be punished by reviewers of manuscripts

but, rather, encouraged. Again, reporting negative phenotypes in

behavioral tasks of any kind should be encouraged. A scientific envi-

ronment welcoming the reports focused on strong, rigorous, and accu-

rate behavioral phenotyping, outside the common perception of ASD,

should be encouraged, as it will improve predictive validity. A list of

required controls, minimum sample sizes for power, sex controls,

breeding schemas, implementing guidelines for Animal Research:

Reporting of In Vivo Experiments (ARRIVE), and other points for con-

sideration are given in Table 1.

1.4 | Here we provide a summary and a request
for meticulous reporting of experimental design,
detailed methods and materials, and results with
apropos statistics

1. Cognitive and motor abilities are understudied and undervalued.

Social interaction and communication deficits are of high interest

and relevance (particularly to ASD) but are highly complex and

require careful controls and interpretations. ID is often a predomi-

nant feature of specific genetic ASD conditions145,146 associated

with NDDs, and yet, experimental assays targeting cognition are

often passed up in favor of those testing behaviors seen as rele-

vant to core ASD features. Ignoring cognitive and motor abilities

result in a lack of generalizability of findings. Cognitive function,

learning, and memory assays should be more accepted as part of
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ASD-related phenotypes because they are general neu-

rodevelopmental phenotypes. Further, these phenotypes should

be studied in parallel, while motor abilities should be assessed for

unconfounded interpretation. Behavioral neuroscientists have

many gold-standard, validated assays to assess many kinds of cog-

nition, learning, and memory in rodent models, and we need to

expand the accepted umbrella of NDD-related behavioral pheno-

types to include them. Relatedly, motor abilities contribute to vir-

tually any complex behavioral assay conducted in mice, and they

are inextricably linked to murine social abilities.

2. Specific NDDs, such as ASD, are multi-faceted, and core features

are rarely the sole features presented in the clinic in humans. Com-

orbidities of disorders such as ASD span a spectrum of other

behavioral domains including anxiety, motor disability, ID, epilepsy,

sleep, attentional and behavioral disruptions. Thus, animal models

of NDDs may reflect those features as unique phenotypic indices.

3. We need to keep in mind the role of olfaction in driving social

interactions in rodents, while vision is the driver in humans. Con-

trol assays that test not only for intact olfactory ability, but also

olfactory discrimination and sensitivity, should be employed with

rigor and become standardized.50

4. Missing in many social tasks are controls for motivations. It is

important to combine and study all motivations, external, such as

food reward after food restriction, and observe these against inter-

nal motivators, such as social stimulus, to introduce a more

dynamic observation of social behavior and social motivation.

2 | SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

NDDs, such as ASD and ID, continue to be diagnosed behaviorally and

it is critical that alteration of appropriate behavioral outcomes in valid

models continue to screen therapeutics, which will improve the lives of

individuals and their families. However, scientists must be cautious in

the behaviors they choose and responsible in the analysis of the data

and the protocols they design and implement. There must be some

level of validation and/or a positive/negative control group. Scientists

must continue to be open-minded to reconsidering methodology and

interpretation. We summarize by again recommending removing the

phrase “animal model of ASD”, since they are also modeling other neu-

rodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric conditions associated with

genetic variances, and to a high degree include ID. Few model systems

to date have embraced the idea of expanding investigation beyond the

two core domains of ASD. In addition to treatment development,

proper use of behavioral standardization, control groups, and validation

cohorts will help better define, describe, and establish underlying pro-

cesses and neurobiological mechanisms that are common across mea-

sures. Eventually, these systems can be leveraged to pinpoint specific

neural networks which regulate behaviors related to NDDs.

We ask that attention be paid to minimum reporting require-

ments. These include: type and description of behavioral test used,

sample sizes used (in the body of the main text and not as an appen-

dix), a description of the statistical test used, utilization of more than

one measure of core behaviors (for ASD, both social communication

and restrictive and repetitive behavior), demonstration in the same or

a different study of the neural mechanisms affected by the gene or

genetic/environmental combination under study, agreement on stan-

dard background strains to be used, and, above all, constant collabora-

tion with behavioral neuroscientists, who are trained not only to

design but also to help interpret the results and suggest further exper-

iments before premature publication. This may also include additional

control groups; examples are in Table 1 but can be found by following

ARRIVE guidelines.51,52,58,147

Studying social behavior in a mouse is relevant, and studying

related neural circuitry in a mouse is necessary but not sufficient.148

Using behavioral assays in in vivo models are essential but need sub-

stantially more additional rigor and reproducibility. A behavioral phe-

notype, much less a rescue of that phenotype, should not preclude an

otherwise well-executed developmental, physiological, cellular, and

molecular discovery from impactful publication. Behaviors exhibited

by construct-valid mice do not have to be all-or-nothing. The time for

multi-disciplinary tried and true TEAM science is NOW and must be

embraced if gains and progress are to be made fruitful for NDD and

ASD stakeholders.
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